
(The Executive Summary is a litle bit longer but it is necessary!)

1. Elevator Pitch

1st World-Sourced Tech&Art Fusion Lab! A Livable Art Niche! Build Everything! Techy "3Dprinted" 

Buildings/Interiors with stories to Save 🌍 and beyond!

(I cant even imagine 5% of it all!)

2. A New Global Viral Livable Niche full of growing market opportunity!

      Basically, anyone with a House ,Luxury Establishment or Event with over 20k-250k up to Millions💶 to 

spend can hire us to do Anything for them 💶, if they don't have a clear vision we will make Envisioning 

Contests (Collab or Solo) for each purpose. From a "3Dprinted" Dj set Table shell at an event to an 

animatronic realistically moving Dragon, to a Green Company hall depicting a story or ode on the walls 

and ceilings, to aquarium ceilings with chilled wave making motors and degrade lighting, to 920speaker-

drone synchronized orchestra to an Interior Techy Overall of somebody’s Room, to disrupting software 

ideas, we got them all covered.

We want to use mostly Recyclable and Durable materials for the construction of these places.

3. Sustainable & competitive advantage.

Our Competitive advantage:

          💶-We are a HUMANE and GREEN Social Enterprise, and this will inspire action and creativity in our 

members further. After the beginning, all the excess money will be carefully be bet on humane building 

projects and events and reforestation or covering city walls in highly absorbing moss, or any project that 

would likely  be financed for the Viral betterment of society.

         💶-Our Creative Backbone force is driven by Magic Internships, professionals willing to join projects, 

and Open collab projects or solo projects of envisioning.

          💶-The Magic Secretariate (In Magic Internships) will help me Mindmap all the known technology 

available to be used in a space (Curated), and all the different art styles and event themes to be chosen.

         💶-After the TechAlchemy Game being released (on 5G, 3 years from now), we will have the tech 

Tree and the project tree made in such a simple and cute way that all kinds of people can go and profit 

from the game and add Incredible unimaginable Imaginary Tech to be accomplished. Can It be stolen? 

Yes, but that is not the point, the point is we are developing the planet, and all imaginary tech and the 

other ones will be registered if they appear first on Architech3!

         💶-Don't forget we are creating a Magic ArchiTech Fusion School/lab, the only in the world, and this 



will be very attractive for disruptive Creators!. With a single well thought and written post, an African 

child with ideas can post an idea that could be worth thousands of dollars for him and his/her family. 

Imagine a huge Metaphysical house to foster Ideas!

4. User-Case Business model.

A-The World-Source Art & Tech Fusion Lab platforms!💶💶

       Build Videoclipable & Viral Techy "3Dprinted" Buildings and Beyond (Build Everything!), with a 

World-Source Platform (first a Discord sever, a Reddit and a mindmap / taskmanager collab) with open 

collab or solo contests with magic guidelines and client guidelines for 3Dmodelers / concept artists / 

concept writers to come up with Art/tech concepts of VIRAL Overall Spaces, Sculptures, Buildings to be 

reviewed by TechAlchemists and Uppers who come up with the viability of the project and do so by 

developing it  even further with more Art and Technology ideas and then building them by a team of 

professionals (Architects, Civil Engineers and Electrical Engineers, with Arduino hobbyists, Set Designers, 

etc).Might go a bit back and forth between this 3 groups so we can do A proper Livable Art piece.

B-The TechAlchemist's REAL Game 💶+💶+ +⚡+💶=💶 💶💶🌬🕸
       After receiving some money from the first project and gaining Viral notoriety over the internet, and 

having all the mapped technology of the world that can be used in spaces and having some delineated 

architectural and art patterns, we can make an new Alchemy game of "elements" where anyone can mix 

5 , 6 or 7 base elements and the simplest but complex architect "spore-like-builder-but-different-with-

generativearch-and-parametricArch-and-generative3Dmashups" with a randomized text that generates 

architecture to make Xelements ( newTech, imaginary(waiting to be made)or existing) and ArchiTech 

modules, if there is no Xelement or module you can create it yourself and go through Techmods / 

Artmods / evaluators who see the reasoning, viability and future of technology and art to be invented.

Imagine all (Genius-on-earth)and(8Billion-people-on-earth) posting New 

imaginary and existing Tech, Projects and Forms on the Trees*!(See 

powerpoint).There’s a lot of potential!

In the future, because we are related with the environment, we can add living beings to the Xelements 

so people also do work with People, Flora and Fauna (the fauna is strictly for conservational projects, or 

you can use common species to make art.)Imagine a type of person that would be in the project, specify 

everything , from bottle-trick bartenders to Laser-turret with cats chasing laser trough walls for a 

different Viral Cat Party.



 

Customers can invest in ideas IN-game or the creators themselves can look for crowdsourcing or clients 

(generated automated message or custom made message), Inside and outside Architech3 Tech Tree - the

real Game. This can enable writers of new Xelements and modules to earn over 3.000 euros ~ for each of

their discoveries written or drawn or explained to the world of Tech or Art!!

5. Why we should build this World-Sourced Art & Tech and Life 

Fusion Platform Lab 🍭

This platform is going to attract the craziest Concept artists and 3D modelers to come up with these 

disruptive Livable Art pieces that foster Environmental thought and human consciousness, or are simply 

aesthetically good places/establishments to live in or be Experienced in new forms.

The Craziest Rick and Morty Fans, The Craziest Inventors and Head-in-the-clouds, Architects and 

Electronic Engineers will want to join Architech3 to see their dream ideas come to reality. We will catalog

them all, including the crazy ideas that get rejected in that present moment.

The most skilled people, after having won their merit, can join ArchiTech3 Magic Team trough Magic 

Internships first, and then be a paid member (paid by project or monthly, accordingly if his skill is steady 

or erratic/random.)Members that set trends will have special Names and honor on the ArchiTech3 

project.

6. Project costs and investment expectations.

💶 Major Milestones 💶

A- 1st(Promotion and Contest & Social Enterprise Creation) (7KEur.> ?):

     Make A teaser description video(In the making)

     See the best place to create the social Enterprise (Holland? Finland? Sweden? UK?) and create 

it.

     Hire Magic Internships for the Magic Secretariate , locals or from all over the world. From 

linked in and paid-to-post volunteer websites to normal local hiring as an internships. One of our 

goal(I'm a Magic Secretary too!) is to promote and create Mindmaps with all the tech and Art available in

the World cataloged to foster the Future TechAlchemists’s* Game! Looks like a Big Task but it's a small 

World! Magic Secretariate Goals:



                                     ᐆ  get 5k Reddit subscribers to the World-Sourced Lab (ArchiTech3)

     ᐆ Organize  collab mindmaps with me for Architech3 Art Modules and The TechTree

     ᐆ Find clients for the Contests in A.2!

     ᐆFetch Specific Talent and invite them to Architech3!

                                     ᐆModerate the Sub and the Discord server.

      

A.2 (💶the Fueling Juice💶) -After we get the respective clients for each Viral Project, we are 

instantly releasing Solo Contests and the World's first ArchiTech Collab Contests with rewards for the 

winners(On Artstation!?Woah!If we get a partnership with them or talk with them better about the price

of the rewards we give , it can be more accurate, and cheaper if they already have partners (and they 

have),and it will be a total win!)

     Just look at the normal prizes of a not so Viral and not so Videoclippable Contest on 

Artstation{ Almost 500 submissions! it will be a Creative fest! All major projects will be incorporated in 

the ArchiTech3 Project tree for inspiration and future construction} 

(https://www.artstation.com/contests/nvidia-metropia-2042/challenges/62)Just the first prize alone 

totaled an amount of ~7,350Euros! If we give them cash-money it might be better than prizes (I got more

specs for each contest, of course)

      Make 5 introductory Solo contests to Get ArchiTech3 viral, with Magic Vision Bullet-

Shapeshifting-Alchemy-Points! to guide them. Winners and applicants will get Status in the group. If we 

can get them on Artstation and get a partnership with them, We have already won the World!!
💶 They never made anything there to be Viral, Videoclipable and to be Built In Real Life! It's our chance! 

It can be for Example(to be discussed for Optimal Virality):

 ᐆ(6k divided among the 3 best+Bonus money for unexpected winners)-A small project:

👽 The most Viral DjSet table Art Shell in the World - for Boom festival for example(most dj set tables are 

ugly and don't have nothing to be covered in to give them Viral Status)

                        

                        ᐆ(10k divided among the 3 best+Bonus money for unexpected winners)-💶A Magic Viral 

Garden Landscape project for a Forest Party that will donate money to buying land in the Amazon : - 

Morphic inner/outer gardens with interlocked cardboard, you can parameterize curves like a lava lamp, 

https://www.artstation.com/contests/nvidia-metropia-2042/challenges/62)Just


to make a magical garden like no other, or their own Magical Style!

(Imagine this https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/254144236/terra-growing-furniture) but with any 

form and any type of plants in It!)

ᐆ(15k divided among the 3 best +Bonus money for unexpected winners)-An Interior 

Overall project: we can launch a contest with specifics to build the most Viral Videoclippable interiors 

ever! From Vaporwave to X to cyberpunk scifi, creators or clients choose the theme and may the bests 

win.

ᐆ(20k divided among the 3 best+Bonus money for unexpected winners)-🕉✡⚛An all 

religions's cathedral project☪☯✝: I have one incomplete very ugly catedral/church next to my house 

that will be the perfect example of how we can restructure an Half Built unfinished place to be An Ode to

All Religions and our current planet situation, with respect to all.I'm not event religious but this could be 

the first All Religions's Viral Catedral in the World! https://www.ecosia.org/images?q=igreja+do+restelo

                        ᐆ(Free,honor prizes and gamified ranks)- A Mega Project: 💶 Like Univarts💶, The first 

Economically sustainable University in the World! https://uniquemagic.wixsite.com/tripitipi/univarts 

(This can be the first Beta Collab project for free!)

We are a Social Enterprise, so if you´re looking into buying equity, you might want to look at Community 

Shares Here: http://communityshares.org.uk/resources/handbook/business-model (I still don't know 

what's the best country to found it, I'm looking into it with a specialist on linked in .)We prefer for you to 

loan us the money so we can quickly repay you once a project is built.

"The 2014 Act brought in other significant changes, including a maximum limit of £100,000 on individual 

shareholdings of withdrawable share capital"

💶If you lend us the money for this disruptive Contests (Better choice)we might pay

you as soon as we Finish Building a major project.

After the contest, the clients commissioning the Envisionment can Pre-order the 

space for 50% of the cost of everything, and then pay 50% later upon completion, 
(maybe they get some insurance for the project construction.)The cost is determined by independent Art 

& Tech Evaluators 👓 and Business Prospect Evaluators  👓 so that we know exactly the value of

the work and the Success and future profit to the Client. Artists and Builders can win extra 

money if the evaluation is excellent and the client agrees with the Value offered.

PS:New Lexico: 

        Videoclippable: A wonderfull place that is so fascinating it attracts Artists and Film Directors

, influencers and people to film & share things at the place because of it’s new and creative 

https://www.ecosia.org/images?q=igreja+do+restelo
http://communityshares.org.uk/resources/handbook/business-model
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/254144236/terra-growing-furniture


background factors. The first Videoclippable spaces are going to change the economic 

ecosystem of it’s surroundings , because they will go Viral. They are Unique pieces of Livable Art 

so they are to be done extremely well to stand a high traffic of people.

        Morphic: Combination of “Morph” and “Orphic” :Something that changes Beautifully.


